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It was also a rebellion – my parents wanted me to study 
medicine, but I was not interested.

How did you end up exploring Mars? Purely by accident. 
It came about through exploring the sub marine geomor-
phology of the English Channel in the early 2000s with 
Prof. Jenny Collier. Sonar data uncovered a giant valley 
carved into bedrock, which had strange streamlined 
islands, scours and erosional grooves inset. One day, flick-
ing through a journal, I saw images of the giant outflow 
channels on Mars, with landforms that looked like doppel-
gangers. It turned out that our Channel landforms could 
be explained by huge discharge floods – megafloods 
as proposed for the martian outflow channels based 
on Earth analogues. I was intrigued by these amazing 
martian landscapes. Plus I was looking for projects “closer 
to home” as we had young children. I realized that I could 
study Mars from my kitchen table, so I immersed myself in 
a year of reading everything I could on martian geology.

Is virtual reality the next best thing to being there? 
We use augmented reality on the Curiosity mission – it’s 
useful to get a sense of place and terrain, but probably 
most useful is to stare at our fantastic panoramas for ages 
– there is a wealth of detail and beauty in those images.

What’s your advice for an early-career scientist? Read 
lots and lots and lots of scientific papers, and not just in 
your discipline, to get a sense of where your subject is, 
what the exciting areas are and what problems might be 

interesting to pursue. When 
you find something that 
really inspires you, drop 
everything else and focus 
on solving that problem – as 
I did with the Channel pro-
ject because I sensed there 
was something really spe-

cial in the data. Don’t be afraid to take big risks. My switch 
has been so rewarding, partly for the science, but mainly 
because of all the wonderful new friends I have made.

How has lockdown affected you? The first lockdown 
was tough as I had to self-isolate in a small flat away from 
my family for four months for health reasons. Most of my 
Mars research is done remotely anyway, but it was hard to 
suddenly be living on my own. That said, if I wanted to eat 
dinner at three in the morning I could – and did!

What keeps you awake at night? Once Perseverance 
lands we will be working seven days a week and following 
a Mars day rather than an Earth day. Other than that not 
much, because I have usually been up since 5.30 a.m.!

What do you do for fun? Look at pictures of Mars – only 
joking! But my kids were perplexed that I got paid to look at 
pictures of rocks on Mars! I like folk music gigs and classical 
music concerts. The ones I’ve been to since lockdown ended 
have been extremely moving. I like to cook, and my daugh-
ter and I are obsessed with eating London out of dumplings 
– do not get between us and a basket of xiao long bao! ●
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Where will you be on 18 February as Perseverance 
touches down? Sadly, I will not be at the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory in California as we would have been were it 
not for the pandemic. I will be at home in Lewisham, await-
ing with bated breath. We should receive Hazcam images 
with transparent covers closed within a few minutes of 
landing, and images taken with open covers hours later. 
Navigation camera images probably after a few days.

As a geologist, what will you be looking for? I study mod-
ern and ancient sediments and try to reconstruct what 
ancient landscapes and environments looked like and what 
processes controlled their formation. Sedimentary rocks 
are the only clues we have to reconstruct what surface 
environments were like on early Mars and make inferences 
about the climate – whether it was “warm and wet” or 
“hyper-cold and dry” – and determine the habitability. My 
role is to work with others in reconstructing the ancient 
palaeoenvironments within Jezero crater and to help 
decide which rocks to sample for future return to Earth. 

What is your wider role on the mission? I am a long-
term planner (LTP), integrating between the science team 
and engineers in building strategic plans for exploration, 
observations and experiments, making sure that we focus 
on fulfilling mission objectives, but with an eye to making 
potential new discoveries. The LTPs have to make plans 
on a daily basis and for a complex rover like Perseverance 
this requires a huge number of people working together 
to decide what science we wish to conduct on Mars each 
day. Being on shift as an LTP is full-on but very exciting.

What drew you to geology? I loved hiking and camping 
in the mountains and wanted to visit barren, remote 
places. I grew up in the foothills of the Himalaya, but we 
moved to Britain when I was five. Just before going to 
university, I travelled to Ladakh, then a remote part of 
the Indian Himalaya. My favourite memory is sleeping 
on the roof of a bus on a crystal clear night after we got 
stuck by a huge landslide. Geology seemed like a good 
way of making that desire to travel be fulfilled – and it was! 

“Geology seemed 
like a good way of 
making that desire 
to travel be fulfilled 
– and it was!”

Despite travel 
restrictions, the 
geologist has been 
looking forward to 
exploring the surface 
of Mars this year 
with NASA’s latest 
lander. Interview by 
Paul Johnson.
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